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i.  “think globally, act locally”:  host organization practice

sphere of influence
Melel Xojobal implements alternative education programming with 200 children and 75 parents and teachers in the urban center of San Cristóbal de las Casas, Chiapas, México.  At the same time that our efforts our concentrated in cooperating with the local population, we recognize that our sphere of influence has the potential to reach beyond the children and families whom we accompany directly.  As the only organization in Chiapas (and one of the few organizations in México) working specifically with indigenous children in an urban environment, Melel has an important opportunity and responsibility to circulate knowledge pertinent to our field.  The mission of Melel’s Area of Institutional Development is to communicate perspectives and experience in ways that influence educational practice, public policy, and social consciousness.

In 2002-2003, the Area for Institutional Development produced a range of materials intended to raise the profile of indigenous children’s lives in Latin America.  They included: a book of children’s stories inspired by the life histories of indigenous working children in San Cristóbal, an animation that represents the life of a young immigrant indigenous woman in the city, and an interactive CD focused on indigenous identity and power relations.  These materials, which bridge the gap between public education and advocacy, are being shared with governmental and non-governmental agencies, school systems, and the public sector, both in México and abroad. 

Currently, the Area is involved in systematizing the methodologies of each project within Melel, with the hopes of eventually circulating these methodologies to other educators.  Melel has recently been invited to become a member of the Children’s Rights Network in México, is participating in a national public school monitoring effort, and is also at the forefront of a joint effort among NGOs throughout Central and South America to create a common conceptual framework on indigenous education in Latin America.  The prominence of these activities within organizational life reflects Melel’s belief that meaning-making and dissemination are primary elements in our contribution to social change work in Latin America.

ii.  documentation role:  JJCF/Hine Fellow

Upon my arrival at Melel, I joined the Area of Institutional Development with the goal of designing a job position in which program documentation could support Melel’s interests in systematization and consciousness-raising.  As it has evolved, my position, called “Liaison for Documentation and Reflection, has the following general characteristics:

The Liaison is responsible for realizing documentation herself and for training and facilitating the program staff in documentary processes.  Once material is produced, the Liaison works with program staff to incorporate it into program planning, evaluation, and reporting; at the same time, she works with fellow staff in the Area of Institutional Development to incorporate material into products that Melel disseminates for education and advocacy. In general, the Liaison serves as a link between Melel’s field programs and the Area of Institutional Development, using her continued immersion in both Areas to help transfer knowledge and skills between the two.

Much of my time in the first five months of the fellowship was spent getting to know Melel’s programming and building trust with the staff and project participants within the Children’s Projects.   Though it felt as though my contribution to Melel in terms of documentation was minimal during this period, the benefits of a measured integration period have emerged in the last two months.  With a solid—and mutual—knowledge and communication base now in place, the project staff and I have begun to explore ways in which different documentary mediums can be of interest and use to Melel.

sound documentation
The primary documentation work I have focused on until this point has been making digital sound recordings with Melel’s staff and with the children and families who participate in Melel’s programming.  The principle behind this sound documentation is that interviews help staff get to know their participants in a fuller way, both personally and in a broader social sense, by gathering more information on the environments in which children live, the events that are occurring in their lives, and the perspectives and opinions which children and families offer on all of these.  At the same time that interviews address these broader issues, they also include specific questions designed to elicit children’s feedback on Melel’s programming:  what they are learning, what they like, what they don’t like, how activities could be improved.  In this sense interviews help measure impact and become tools for program planning and evaluation. 

Over time, collections of interviews can be edited to produce sound pieces focused on specific issues.  It is this form that sound documentation work is part of the Area of Institutional Development’s strategy for producing educational and advocacy materials.  During my fellowship I have completed two sound pieces for Melel.  One, called Conceptos Calle, is an edited compilation of reflections of Melel’s staff on life in the street for children in San Cristóbal.  The CD is accompanied by a question guide designed to be used in reflection sessions.  Melel is currently in the process of producing copies of Conceptos Calle (CD and didactic guide) to share with other organizations working with indigenous working children in Latin America.  

The other sound piece is an edited compilation of children talking about the art they have produced as part of Melel’s Snail Chanvunal project.  This piece was designed to be an introduction for families and educational authorities to the Snail project and especially its documentation component.  The piece is now part of Snail’s presentation to educational and parent committees during the process of establishing their program with new participant schools. 

other documentation
In addition to sound documentation activities, the other primary documentation task I have been involved in are creative workshops with the mothers whose children participate in Melel’s Arrumacos project.  As part of their holistic service to families, Arrumacos offers personal development workshops to these women, many of whom are single mothers working as domestic laborers.  Over the past four months, the Arrumacos staff and I have been implementing art-based workshops focused on identity.  Recently, the group (mothers and project staff) decided to focus future workshops on producing stories—written by the mothers for their children—focused on issues of identity and cultural heritage which the mothers consider are particularly important to pass on to their children.  It is the hopes of the group that these stories will eventually take the form of the second book of children’s stories published by Melel—the first written entirely by indigenous authors.

documentation training and advising
A central aspect of documentation work in Melel is to train staff members and project participants in documentary processes so that the power of representation and interpretation is shared among as many actors as possible. 

Regarding sound documentation, as much as possible this is a shared process:  we plan the thematic contents of interviews together, often do the interviews together, and then, once recorded, the rough cuts of the interviews are passed back to the teams for their review and analysis.   Additionally, staff are being trained in interview techniques and in the use of digital sound equipment to do their own recordings.  

Regarding visual documentation, in collaboration with the other team members in my area, we are designing a plan for training project staff and participants in photography and video.  During the summer planning period we will hold several workshops with staff to help them incorporate this technique into their future work plans; also during the year I hope to help the teams implement collaborative visual documentation with the children and families. 

iii.  work plans for the continuation of the fellowship

The plans for the duration of the fellowship are to continue documentary activities (in addition to the other activities in my job profile) as they are currently functioning with the goal of producing the following materials:
	
--Book of children’s stories written by mothers in the Arrumacos project
	--Program evaluation sound pieces for the three children’s projects (children 
          and families speaking about the projects)
	--Thematic pieces (sound and potentially photography) on child labor and the     
          indigenous urban experience

The broad goal of future work plans is to continue to explore how documentation can be a tool for reflection and teaching both inside and outside the organization.  By making public the voices and perspectives of the children and families who participate in programs as well as program staff, Melel is valuing shared meaning-making and the democratization of power. 

iv. reflections on the documentary process

I have been fortunate enough to have a placement in an organization that has a history of enabling and valuing documentary work.  In general Melel has given me a great deal of freedom in terms of constructing my own job position and making documentary opportunities the core of that job description. At the same time that Melel and I have shared values about documentary work, we have also challenged one another on certain points.  I would like to think this has led to mutual positive transformations. 

On my part, one of the perspectives I have brought to Melel, from the core of my understanding of documentary work, is that documentary work has not only the potential but also the responsibility to make a space for the voices of people who historically have not had a space to present their opinions and views.   Much of the documentary work that has taken place to date in Melel has been about the people with whom they work; what has yet to take place is to include work that is also by the people themselves.  For me it has been important to help Melel think about how our values of dignification, empowerment, and collaboration might translate in very concrete ways in how we do documentary work. Several products we have planned for the next twelve months are intended to circulate words and materials of the children and mothers in our programs. 

The way—or ways, better said—in which Melel has challenged me has been to strip down my notions of independence and self-importance and replace them with notions of interdependence and community vision. Though I felt I was arriving at Melel with a collaborative frame of my mind, I have realized “en el camino” just how attached—stuck—I have been to the idea of doing documentary work.  This may sound odd, at first, given that on the surface it might seem that “doing documentary work” was precisely my job description.  But what my coworkers have demanded that I recognize is that all too often I confuse the means for the end, the strategy for the goal.  What we do—the goal—is social justice work.  Documentary work is a means; a strategy; and only one among many—a good one—but still one.

So their questions for me have been:  how does your strategy fit with ours?  How does it enable other strategies to which we are committed?  When there is a conflict of interest, how willing are you to accept that your strategy may not be the one that is in the best interests of the program at this moment?   Melel has provided a constant call to remind me that my work focus—documentation—is one spoke in a wheel with many spokes, attached to a cart with still other wheels; a cart carrying very precious cargo on a rock-strewn path to a city that is yet to be built upon arrival.  For all of us, balancing personal and professional interests and the long-term path to social change is a matter of constant analysis and perspective. 

This said, perhaps the best thing has been that my co-workers have offered me these lessons while valuing tremendously the real and potential contributions of documentary work and products.  At no moment has it been about stopping documentary activities; on the contrary, it’s been about how we can do them better.  In the end we are constructing together an organizational life in which documentation is an integrated strategy to doing the best work we can do in the interests of the children and families who collaborate with Melel. 


